


By the River in Spring: British music for flute and piano

Kenneth Smith (flute) Paul Rhodes (piano)

HAMILTON HARTY (1879-1941)
1 In Ireland [7.36]

SIR EDWARD GERMAN (1862-1936)
2 Intermezzo [3.17]

MICHAEL HEAD (1900-1976)
3 By the River in Spring [8.48]

WILLIAM ALWYN (1905-1985)
4 Flute Sonata [8.56]

HAVELOCK NELSON (1917-1996)
5 Eirie Cheerie [2.06]
6 In Venezuela [2.56]

THOMAS DUNHILL (1877-1946)
7 Valse Fantasia [8.02]

KENNETH LEIGHTON (1929-1988)
Flute Sonata [22.03]

8 Allegro molto appassionato [5.02]
9 Lento e liberamente [7.42]
10 Presto Energico [6.19]

STANFORD ROBINSON (1904-1984)
11 Moonmaiden’s Dance [3.06]

SIR EDWARD GERMAN (1862-1936)
Suite for Flute and Piano [13.43]

12 Valse gracieuse [3.45]
13 Souvenir [5.44]
14 Gypsy Dance [4.14]

total playing time: [77.34]



The Music:

The score of Hamilton Harty’s atmospheric ‘tone-picture’ for flute and piano, In Ireland, [1] is
prefaced with the evocative words: “In a Dublin street at dusk two wandering street-musicians are
playing.” The minor key arpeggios of the piano at the opening lend an air of melancholy to the
scene while the flute’s broadly phrased melody in the upper register gives a sense of nobility and
expanse. As the piece unfolds there is a swift change of mood and, with the spirit of a ceilidh
seeming not far away, a nimble-footed dance begins. In the succeeding sections the music
alternates between moods of reflection and exaltation and the piece closes with the flute and
piano playing a joyful upward flourish of the E major scale.

Hamilton Harty (1879-1941) hailed originally from County Down in the north of Ireland. His
reputation as a fine pianist, organist and composer grew after a move to London in 1900 and his
works such as An Irish Symphony (1904) and the tone-poem With the Wild Geese (1910) received
performances at various city music festivals and at the Promenade concerts in London. The
rhapsodic fantasy In Ireland for flute and piano was written in 1918, two years before Harty was
appointed principal conductor of the Hallé Orchestra in Manchester, and he later arranged the
piece for flute, harp and orchestra in 1935. The earlier version is played here but Kenneth Smith
has included the more elaborate arabesque style passages used by Harty in the orchestral version.

Edward German (1862-1936) achieved considerable success as a composer of music for the theatre
and opera house in the two decades before Harty arrived in London as a young man. As a student
at the Royal Academy of Music, German distinguished himself as a violinist, pianist and organist
and in 1888 was appointed conductor at the Globe Theatre where he took the opportunity to write
incidental music for its various productions. His interest also turned to comic opera, a genre in
which he met with considerable success, and the operas Merrie England (1902) and Tom Jones
(1907) became particular favourites with audiences.

German wrote in a style that was fashionable at the time and was unashamedly sentimental in its
view of English music from earlier periods. He liked to use dance movements such as minuets or
gigues as vehicles for his melodic gifts and excelled in writing short salon pieces of great charm.



The Intermezzo (1894) [2] for flute and piano is an example of this and the music has the feel of a
courtly dance with lute or guitar chords being hinted at by the piano at the very beginning. The
central section of this ternary form piece is in the major key and is a little more freely moving.

Michael Head’s By the River in Spring [3] was written for the English flautist Gareth Morris in 1950
and was later revised in 1962. Its evocation of Spring is achieved through its fresh and uninhibited
use of melody supported by clear and translucent harmonies. The music grows out of a short
opening cadenza which reappears in various guises throughout the piece and the sections in
between contain melodies of a folk-like simplicity with long and undulating phrases. Michael Head
(1900-1976) was a prolific composer of songs and choral music (he often gave recitals of his own
songs accompanying himself at the piano) and he was very adept at creating music which evoked
the meaning of a text or title, a skill clearly evident in By the River in Spring.

The music of William Alwyn (1905-1985) is beginning to receive the recognition it deserves. The
composer’s creative output was substantial and includes 5 symphonies, 4 operas, 5 song cycles,
numerous pieces of chamber music and almost 200 film scores, and his works merit comparison
with those of his contemporaries, William Walton, Benjamin Britten and Michael Tippett. Alwyn
was a distinguished flautist, playing flute with the London Symphony Orchestra in his early 20’s and
giving the first performances in Britain of Roussel’s Joueurs de Flûte and Ravel’s Chansons
Medecasses. From an equally early age he held the position of Professor of Composition at the
Royal Academy of Music in London.

The Flute Sonata of 1948 [4] has an interesting history. Its first performance was given by Gareth
Morris (a pupil of Alwyn’s) and Ernest Lush in a BBC broadcast in November 1948. Sadly, a
recording of this broadcast no longer appears to exist and the unpublished piano score used in the
recording was subsequently lost leaving only a neatly written-out flute part (not in the composer’s
hand) from which Morris played and the composer’s original manuscript score with its several
crossings-out and corrections. The Sonata remained unpublished at the time of the composer’s
death.

A first performing edition was produced by the flautist Christopher Hyde-Smith in 1998 at the
request of the composer’s widow, Mary Alwyn, based on the sources mentioned above. The sonata



is in one continuous movement and contains three quite distinct sections, the last of which begins
as a fugue. Indications in the manuscript score suggest that Alwyn possibly intended the middle
section, which approximates to a slow movement, to be several bars longer than that which
appears in both the first performing edition of 1998 and the more recent edition published by
Lengnick. However, there is no sign of these extra bars in the written-out flute part thought to have
been used for the 1948 recording which must, one presumes, have been approved by Alwyn.

The additional bars in the manuscript are placed just before the entry of the fugue subject in the
manuscript score and have been included in this present recording. This performance is faithful to
Alwyn’s original manuscript and is, in the view of Kenneth Smith, probably nearer to the
composer’s original intentions when balance and structure as a whole are taken into account. It is
interesting to speculate whether the composer would have included these extra bars and made
further revisions to the work if time had allowed. Kenneth Smith and Paul Rhodes are grateful to
the Alwyn Trust and to Cambridge University Library for granting access to the manuscript sources
and for their invaluable help and support.

The Sonata opens with an austere melody on the piano which, with the entry of the flute, builds
into music of greater dramatic substance. Motifs based on alternating intervals of the 3

rd
and on

ascending chromatic sequences permeate this movement. A short section marked Adagio
tranquillo follows, its mood of resignation and quiet reflection creating a breathing space before
the acerbic fugue of the third and final section. The interval of the 3rd is again omnipresent and is
an important ingredient of the fugue theme which is first stated by the flute. The fugue leads to
some involved writing between flute and piano until the music brightens in mood and broadens in
flow with longer notes on the flute and scale passages on the piano. The movement concludes on a
note of optimism with music that sounds expansive yet at the same time rhythmically incisive.

Havelock Nelson (1917-1996) was a leading light on the Irish musical scene from the early 1950’s.
He studied music at the Royal Irish Academy of Music and in 1947 began a career as resident
accompanist, conductor and broadcaster for the BBC in Belfast. Among his many achievements he
is particularly remembered for his founding and directing of the Studio Opera Group which brought
performances of major operas, given in the main by young singers, to local communities. He was a
prolific composer especially of choral music and solo song, and wrote incidental music for



numerous radio and television plays and films.

Eirie Cherie [5] is based on a Trinidadian folk song and was written for Paul Rhodes and Kenneth
Smith in 1990. It captures much of the spirit of Jamaican music through its laid-back, languorous
melody and its infectious rhythms. In Venezuela [6], subtitled “Improvisation on a South American
theme”, appeared originally in a version for ‘cello and harp. Havelock Nelson subsequently
arranged the piece for flute and piano with the two musicians on this recording as its dedicatees.
The piece opens with a haunting melody in the minor key on the flute which is then taken up and
developed by the piano. A contrasting section of a more reflective character appears before the
opening theme returns once again to conclude this evocative piece.

The earliest works of Thomas Dunhill (1877-1946), like those of Edward German, had their origins
in the theatre. He had written twelve short operettas before becoming a student of Charles
Stanford at the Royal College of Music in London and his feeling for vocal melody remained strong
in all his subsequent works. He wrote in a wide range of genres including symphonic, solo
instrumental and vocal music, and he completed several operas. Dunhill believed strongly that
music should be easily accessible to the listener without the composer having to compromise his
desire for personal expression or feeling obliged to follow the vagaries of some current musical
fashion.

The exact date of composition of the Valse Fantasia [7] is unclear. Sources at the British Library
suggest that the work dates from 1900 but it may have been written after 1918, a period when
Dunhill was particularly active writing chamber music. It certainly pre-dates the Suite for Flute and
Piano ( ASV DCA 739, “Summer Music”, Smith/Rhodes) which was written after 1935. The music is
wonderfully extrovert in character and is a real show piece for the flute. Its enticing mix of
sustained lyricism and fast virtuoso writing for the flautist makes this a challenging piece to
perform and makes it into something more than just a charming miniature for the Edwardian
drawing-room.

Kenneth Leighton (1929-1988) is regarded as one of Britain’s most outstanding composers of the
post-war period. He was a pupil of Bernard Rose and after graduating in Classics and Music at the
University of Oxford in 1951 he continued his composition studies with Petrassi in Rome. He was
the recipient of many awards and distinctions for his compositions throughout his career including



the Busoni Prize (1956) and the City of Trieste First Prize (1965). Kenneth Leighton held lectureships
at the Universities of Edinburgh and Oxford and he was appointed Reid Professor of Music at
Edinburgh in 1970, a post he held until his untimely death in 1988. He was a distinguished teacher
and an accomplished pianist giving performances and broadcasts of his own, often technically
challenging, solo and chamber music.

The Sonata played on this recording [8-10] is a slightly adapted version of the composer’s first
violin sonata which was premiered at the Grand Theatre, Bordeaux, in 1949. It is written in a freely
lyrical style and as an early work displays an impressive maturity in its harmonic language and in its
confident use of sonata form. The sonata’s three movements are linked without a break, the first
and second movements concluding with a held piano chord which binds one movement to the
next. The outer movements have a sense of breadth while the breathtakingly beautiful slow
movement brings a mood of reflection and tranquility disturbed only by the dramatic overtones of
the middle section.

The Moonmaidens’ Dance by Stanford Robinson (1904-1984) is a delightful miniature of lyrical
charm and simplicity [11]. Modal inflexions and subtle changes of tempo in the flute melody
together with hints of whole-tone harmonies and juxtapositions of major and minor chords in the
piano lend an air of mystery to this music. Stanford Robinson, like Havelock Nelson, was closely
associated with the BBC for most of his career and was active as a conductor of its Theatre and
Opera orchestras and later, its Symphony Orchestra. He enjoyed much success as a composer of
music in lighter vein and his compositions and arrangements of operatic and vocal music were
frequently performed and broadcast.

Edward German’s Suite for Flute and Piano is a slightly earlier work than the Intermezzo and dates
from 1889. The first movement [12] is a gracious waltz and is gently lyrical in character while the
next movement, “Souvenir” [13], has a melody of the greatest beauty and tenderness which is
quietly ushered in by the flute at the outset before recurring later in the piano with the flute
weaving a gentle countermelody against it. The Gypsy Dance that follows [14] forms an arresting
contrast with the previous movement with its marked, dotted rhythms and its hurly-burly
character. The music drives relentlessly onward “catching its breath” only for a short while in the
middle before whipping up again and ending in a flurry of fast chromatic scales.



The Musicians: Kenneth Smith

Kenneth Smith has won and continues to win many admirers who follow the Philharmonia
Orchestra on disc and on the concert platform throughout the world, his individual tone and
superior quality of sound having developed under the guidance of such eminent musicians
as Aurele Nicolet, James Galway and the almost legendary Marcel Moyse.

In 1983 after 10 years with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra Ken accepted the
invitation to become principal flute with the Philharmonia Orchestra, which opened up an
international career of performing and recording music at the highest level the world over.
Kenneth Smith is now firmly established as one of Britain’s leading flute players featuring on
countless recordings from the symphonic and operatic repertoire with the Philharmonia and
other leading Symphony Orchestras.

A steadily increasing solo discography includes Mozart’s Concerto for Flute and Harp with
the Philharmonia under Sinopoli for Deutsche Grammophon, Vivaldi concertos with the
London Musici and Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 with Maurice André and the
Philharmonia and Muti for EMI. In his long established partnership with the pianist Paul
Rhodes he has already recorded seven albums of music for flute and piano; three of them
devoted to music by British composers and the others embracing many of the major works
in the flute repertoire along with several virtuoso showpieces, some neglected gems and a
selection of the artists’ own colourful and frequently broadcast arrangements of classical
favourites.

As an escape from a busy worldwide schedule Kenneth returns to his home near Poole
Harbour from where he happily explores Hardy’s Wessex.



The Musicians: Paul Rhodes

Paul Rhodes was born in Ireland and studied piano during his youth with Wight Henderson,
a pupil of Emil von Sauer. After reading music at Edinburgh University where he studied
composition with Kenneth Leighton he went on to study piano with Marjorie Hazlehurst at
the Birmingham Conservatoire and with Hamish Milne in London. Master-classes with Louis
Kentner, Vlado Perlemuter and Mitsuko Uchida have had a decisive influence on his playing.

Paul now lives in Luxembourg and enjoys an increasing collaboration with a variety of local
and international ensembles. He is a regular visitor to the United Kingdom where he
performs frequently with the Soloists of the Philharmonia and other principal soloists from
the London orchestras. He is also much in demand as a song accompanist.
Paul’s highly successful duo partnership with Kenneth Smith now extends beyond its
twentieth year and includes eight CD recordings. In a recent review for one of these discs the
Journal of the British Flute Society described Paul as an “excellent pianist, supportive yet
equal”.



Also by Kenneth Smith and Paul Rhodes (for more CDs see our website!)

“Enchantment”

Poulenc: Flute Sonata
Hahn: Deux pièces pour flûte et piano
Ropartz: Sonatine for flute and piano
Dutilleux: Sonatine for flute and piano
Franck: Flute Sonata

divine art dda 25054

”Playing so ravishing that I need… to find new superlatives. Simply beautiful… greatest
virtuosity… terrific performance” - Robert Bigio (Pan, The Flute Magazine)

“To Pan and Syrinx”

Martinu: Flute Sonata
Roussel: Joueurs de Flûte
Bonis: Flute Sonata
Enescu: Cantabile and Presto
Debussy: Syrinx
Schubert: Introduction, Theme and Variations, D. 802

divine art dda 25066

“This is a wonderful disc, both in terms of the repertoire and the quality of the performance. It is
the sort of playing that makes you sit up and listen” - Carla Rees (MusicWeb)
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